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Abstract: The spectacular finds at Göbekli Tepe and Nevali Çorı: monolithic pillars representing 
stylized humans decorated with a large variety of animals, are the representation of an animist 
cosmos, in which animals and plants being may appear as persons, capable of will. Çatal Höyük 
represents a stage in which gods started to be shaped: the bull represented the Storm-god (a 
concept which reached the Classical period), the stag the god of the wild fauna, and female 
figurines symbolized the Mother-goddess. In Egypt, where gods where usually represented by 
animals, zoomorphism presents a continuity which ended only with the introduction of Christianity. 
The archaeological finds from Kaneš and the Hittite texts document an extraordinary continuity: 
each deity was represented by an animal, portraited in the vessel with which the celebrant (the 
royal couple or also a priest) reached a kind of communion with the god in drinking of the same 
wine and eating of the same bread.

1. Pre-Pottery Neolithic A and B periods: cosmic animism at Göbekli Tepe and Nevalı Çori

The discovery of cult buildings at Nevalı Çori (8600-7900 BC), on the east bank of 
the Euphrates, and of the spectacular settlement of Göbekli Tepe (about 15 km north-
east of Urfa, and 40 km south-east of Nevalı Çori), to be dated to 9600-8000 BC, have 
prompted a re-examination of our understanding of the ritual practices of communi-
ties of sedentary hunter-gatherers in Southeastern Anatolia. In recent years, another 
eleven minor settlements belonging to the Göbekli Tepe culture have been identified 
on a 100 km line around this site. 

Standing out at Nevalı Çori is a cult building in stone that presents thirteen mono-
lithic pillars with T shaped capitals set into a wide bench running along the interior 
walls (Hauptmann 1993; 2012, 13-8). The excavations at Göbekli Tepe, directed by 
Klaus Schmidt from 1995 until 2014 (the year of his untimely death) have brought to 
light buildings consisting in several rectangular rooms with floors, which show the 
beginning of the process which led to the formation of sedentary communities of the 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic A and B periods. Animal husbandry was not yet practiced there, 
according to the results of osteological investigations. Megalithic circular enclosures 
(with even three rings of walls), enclosing several T-shaped monolithic pillars, can be 
described as centres for communal purposes such as cult rites and ceremonial festivals. 
These enclosures (not all excavated) number at least twelve, for a period of perhaps ca 
200-250 years (Dietrich et al., 2016). On some of these pillars a pair of human arms 
and hands are depicted, the horizontal part on the top representing the head. These 
are three dimensional sculptures of stylized humans which rise around 3.5 m from the 
floor. Two pillars portray beings wearing a belt and a loincloth made of animal skin. 
The anthropomorphic figures of pillars 18 and 31 bear necklaces representing respec-
tively a crescent with a disc with another element, and a bucranium (Otto 2015, 190-
93). Several animals are depicted on the pillars, such as foxes, gazelles, wild donkeys, 
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snakes, cranes, ducks, vultures, spiders, scorpions, and insects (Schmidt 2008, 2011a; 
2011b; 2013; Dietrich and Schmidt 2016; cf. Sagona, Zimanski 2009, 57-64).

Schmidt has suggested the following analysis:

Because it can be safely assumed that the pillars represent anthropomorphic beings, 
one of the most relevant questions concerns the meaning of the combination of the 
anthropomorphic carvings and the various motifs depicted on the pillars. Preliminary 
it can be concluded that animals played an important role in the spiritual world of the 
PPN (Pre-Pottery Neolithic) community of Göbekli Tepe. Since the site’s inhabitants 
relied on hunting for their protein supply, one possible explanation for these figurations 
might be the performance of hunting rituals; however, a comparison between the faunal 
assemblage attested at the site and the iconography does not support that idea. […] 
Mammalian bone fragments form the bulk of the material, but remains by ungulates 
predominate, constituting over 90 percent of the total sample. This is also the case in 
other PPN archaeofaunas collected in the Upper Euphrates basin. […] Although each 
enclosure features animal figures that look threatening, we doubt whether the role of 
animals within the symbolic world of the PPN can be reduced to this simple level of 
apotropaica. It is important to note that not only are animals depicted on pillars, but 
also a complex system of symbols. In addition to the animals and symbols depicted in 
bas-relief, there is the group of three-dimensional sculptures and high reliefs, which 
seems to offer somewhat different symbolism. There are two main species depicted, a 
wild boar and a predator. The sculptures and high reliefs seem to be mainly apotropaic 
in their functions. The animals and symbols depicted in bas-relief are meant to transmit 
mythic narrations. (Schmidt 2011a, 925-26)1

This interpretative analysis was also presented in an article intended for a wider audi-
ence entitled “First came the temple, later the city”, where Göbekli Tepe, was, however, 
correctly defined as “a Stone Age ritual center” (Dietrich et al., 2012). In a subsequent 
study, Dietrich and Notroff (2015) reasserted the validity of their use of terms such as 
“special buildings” (Sondergebäude), “sanctuaries”, or “temples” contrary to criticism 
by Banning (2011), who had argued that «archaeologists tend to impose western eth-
nocentric distinctions of sacred and profane on prehistory, while anthropology in most 
cases shows these two spheres to be inseparably interwoven». While conscious of the 
limits imposed by the lack of written sources, they cite several studies by archaeolo-
gists, which «speak out in favour of the possibility of archaeological insights into beliefs 
even for non-literate times and societies, however restricted by the limits of archaeo-
logical evidence» (Dietrich and Notroff 2015, 76). The circular buildings of Göbekli 
Tepe present benches and the pillars are richly decorated with zoomorphic as well as 
anthropomorphic figures, some of them attached to the pillars, like a high-relief of a 
predator, and a bear. Several limestone heads, a larger-than-life mask, and miniature 
masks have also been found (Dietrich, Notroff, and Dietrich 2018). Clay figurines seem 
to be completely absent2, while a figurine representing a mother with child has been 
found in (the later) Nevalı Çori settlement (Hauptmann 2012, 22 Fig. 14)3. 

1 A comprehensive presentation of Schmidt’s excavations is Schmidt 2010.
2 The ithyphallic figurine with legs dragged towards his body, published by Dietrich, and Schmidt 

(2016), was found close to the surface, therefore impossible to attribute to any sure horizon of 
Göbekli Tepe.

3 Female iconography is absent. The graffito representing an open-legged woman, perforated by a 
phallus (Hauptmann 2012, 20 Fig. 12), in a strange style, has to be regarded as a later work.
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An anthropomorphic stele (80 cm high) was found in Kilisik (in the region of Adıya-
man), a male statue in Göbekli Tepe, and another (193 cm high) in Yeni Mahalle (in 
the region of Urfa; Hauptmann 2012, 18-22 Figs. 10, 11, 13).

A relief on a long rocky wall to be dated approximately to the period of the reliefs 
of Göbekli has been recently found at Sayburç, also in the region of Şanlıurfa, and it 
reports a naked male figure in a frontal position with two lions at each side, followed 
on the left by a man hunting a wild bull (see: https://arkeofili.com/sanliurfa-sayburc-
ta-leoparli-insan-sahnesi-bulundu/, last visited 02/08/2023).

Cauvin has highlighted how symbolic material (from the beginning of the 10th mil-
lennium BC) preceded the emergence of an agricultural economy in the Near East in 
the 9th millennium BC, proposing that a cognitive change anticipated the economic 
change, so that the natural world surrounding humans was made intelligible through 
symbolism. He referred in particular to the woman and bull symbolism, through which 
the Divine became personified (1994, 44-52; 98-101; 2001).

In his concluding remarks of a detailed survey of evidence of ritual practice and cer-
emonies in Early Neolithic societies, Watkins asserts that «if concepts of supernatural 
agents are, as Boyer has characterized them, a combination of recognizably human-style 
agency with a counterintuitive component that distinguishes them as supernatural 
and makes them memorable, the only candidates are the inscrutable anthropomorphic 
monoliths of Göbekli Tepe (including the smaller, later aceramic Neolithic examples 
from that site), and the similar monoliths from Nevalı Çori, which also date the later 
aceramic Neolithic» (2015, 158)4.

2. The cosmic system in the interpretation of Marshall Sahlins

The phases of the Göbekli Tepe settlement, however, conceptually precede «the 
birth of the gods» as described by Cauvin (above) and this is the reason why Watkins 
is uneasy in applying Cauvin’s model to those exceptional finds. It is Sahlins (2017) 
who offers the interpretative key of this world in following «H.M. Hocart’s and other 
anthropologists’ who lead in freeing (him)self from anthropological conventions by 
adhering to indigenous traditions (23)». The common social science tradition consid-
ers cosmology as the reflex of sociology, but «human societies were engaged in cos-
mic systems of governmentality even before they instituted anything like a political 
state of their own» (23-24). «[These] were set within and dependent upon a greater 
animistic universe comprised of the persons of animals, plants, and natural features, 
complemented by a great variety of demonic figures, and presided over by several in-
clusive deities» (25). «While the Chewongs (of the Malaysan interior) profess to abhor 
cannibalism, like animist hunters generally, they nevertheless subsist on “people like 
us,” their animal prey» (26). For them «the human social world is intrinsically part 
of a wider world in which boundaries between society and cosmos are non-existent» 
(29). «The recent theoretical interest in the animist concepts of indigenous peoples 
of lowland South America, northern North America, Siberia, and Southeast Asia has 
provided broad documentation of this monist ontology of a personalized universe. Kai 
Århem offers a succinct summary: “In the animist cosmos, animals and plants being 
and things may all appear as intentional subjects and persons, capable of will, inten-
tion, and agency.”» (36).

4 Some interpretations of the figurative representations from Göbekli Tepe have been suggested by 
Becker et al. 2012, 30-8.

https://arkeofili.com/sanliurfa-sayburcta-leoparli-insan-sahnesi-bulundu/
https://arkeofili.com/sanliurfa-sayburcta-leoparli-insan-sahnesi-bulundu/
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Anthropologists used to name these forces which permeated the universe and op-
posed such earlier societies, preceding the birth of the gods, as “mana”, a term used by 
the Polynesians. The pillars of Göbekli Tepe, on which so many kinds of animals are 
depicted, offer an extraordinary and unexpected representation of such an animist 
cosmos from about 10000 BC, while the stylized humans may represent the “inclu-
sive deities” who presided over them! Sahlins (62-64) further remarks that Jacobsen 
had already «formulated the concept of a “cosmic state” in reference to Mesopotamian 
polities of the third millennium B.C.». Jacobsen in fact wrote:

Human society was to the Mesopotamian merely a part of the larger society of the 
universe. The Mesopotamian universe – because it did not consist of dead matter, 
because every stone, every tree, every conceivable thing in it was a being with a will 
and character of its own – was likewise founded on authority […] The whole universe 
showed the influence of the essence peculiar to Anu [Sky, king and father of the gods] 
(Jacobsen 1946, 152)

One can add the Sumerian poem Lugale to the evidence mentioned by Jacobsen, in 
which the god Ninurta defeats the monstrous demon Agsag (Asakku), and his army of 
stone warriors, whose corpses will form the mountains (van Dijk 1983; Heimpel and 
Salgues 2015). A recent analysis of the animistic representation of rivers, springs, and 
plants according to the Mesopotamian sources is given by Perdibon (2019, 41-198).

3. The Early Pottery Neolithic Site of Çatal Höyük

Several rooms decorated with elements of symbolic content have been found at Çatal 
Höyük, the famous Early Pottery centre that stretches from about 7400 BC to the end 
of the seventh millennium BC. They are the same size as domestic houses and share 
some of the same features (houses may also present manifestations of the sacred). Wall 
paintings represent the hunting of a stag (Mellaart 1967, Pl. 46-47; 54-57; 61-63) and 
of a bull rendered in a larger size, surrounded by men, some dressed in leopard skins 
(Pl. 64). There are other complete images of leopards, and many pairs of bulls’ horns 
are set in the walls. Wild boar jaw bones, animal skulls, and vulture beaks are encased 
in clay supports in the walls5.

Çatal Höyük represents a stage in which a community elaborated the shaping of 
gods starting from an indistinct animistic cosmos. The stag epitomizes the realm of 
the wild fauna, and the bull the masculine force. These animals were also the ones that 
provided meat to the humans. Receiving something from the spirits, one had to give 
them something in exchange (as Marcel-Mauss has written), and that was done through 
rites celebrated in those shrines. Raptors also played an important role in symbolism. 
At Göbekli Tepe a fragmented sculpture depicts a bird grasping a human head (No-
troff et al. 2017, 61), and a pole is decorated with two human figures with a bird (the 
engraved wings and the tail feathers are preserved) sitting on top of the two heads; an-
other stone pole with a human head topped by a bird was found at Nevalı Çori (Otto 
2015, 193-97). The symbolism of raptors is also attested at Mureybet (Cauvin 1994, 
46), and a wall painting from Çatal Höyük depicts vultures (necrophagous animals) 

5 For Çatal Höyük, see Mellaart 1967; Düring 2001; Sagona and Zimansky 2009, 85-97 (where sever-
al tables are reproduced). For a recent presentation of the settlement of Çatal Höyük, see Barański et 
al. 2021; Mazzucato et al. 2021.
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attacking small headless human figures (Mellaart 1967, Pl. 48-49), perhaps symboliz-
ing the function of defleshing the corpses: a rite for the Netherworld. 

Some female figurines from the Khiamian period document the birth of the symbol-
ism of the woman in the tenth millennium (Cauvin 1994, 44-8). The striking elements 
connected to the bull and the numerous figurines from Çatal Höyük, two thousand 
years later, confirm the progression in these symbolisms. In the first case there is a con-
solidation of a supreme male deity in the figure of a bull, which will remain common to 
most of the cultures of the ancient Near East with the animal of the Storm-god, and also 
of Zeus in the classical world. In the second case there is the emergence of a divinity in 
human form. Two figurines of steatopygous women sitting on a throne flanked by two 
leopards can only be representations of the Mother-goddess (Mellaart 1967, 182-84, 
Fig. 49-53). The two human figures in relief, shown with outstretched arms and legs 
in Shrine E VI B. 31 have been correctly thought to represent women, perhaps giving 
birth (Mellaart 1964, 47-9, Fig. 6-7, Pl. III, IV)6.

4. The representation of animals in the seals from Kültepe/Kaneš and in vessels shaped 
like animals

The scenes depicted on the seals of the Anatolian group from Kültepe/Kaneš (19th 
and 18th centuries BC) represent gods, and the spaces between their figures are filled 
with animals or parts of animals turned every which way. These seals present the same 
symbolism of the Hittite period: the Storm-god rides a bull, and Innara/kal, the Tute-
lary god of wild animals, is on a stag; dkal.líl, the Tutelary god of the Countryside has 
a hare, an eagle, and a crook as attributes; and the War-god rides a lion (Özgüç 2006, 
24-5; see CS 255, CS 256, CS 257, CS 258, CS 265). A god is portrayed on a small, thin, 
gold folio standing on a lion. He holds a shaft-hole axe in his right hand, while in his left 
he holds a smaller lion figure from its hind legs (Kulakoğlu 2008). Vessels in the form of 
animals (including birds), usually in red, but also with brown or yellowish polished slip, 
were quite common (Özgüç 2003, 196-213; Kulakoğlu and Selmin 2010, Pl. 191-223)7.

There are not many examples of this kind of vessels in Ḫattuša, however, because 
the Hittites used cult vessels in silver or gold, which were melted down in later peri-
ods8; only a silver rhyton in the form of a protome of a stag (the Schimmel rhyton), and 
a silver vessel in the form of a fist have survived9.

The symbolism of the bull and the stag is attested much earlier (Early Bronze Age 
III) in the core of the land of Ḫatti, by the famous “standards” of Alaca-Höyük (Arin-
na), decorated with figurines of stags, bulls, and in one case an onager, which accom-
panied the members of the royal family to the Netherworld.

6 The photo from the time of the excavation is also published in Sagona and Zimanski 2009, 90 Fig. 1, 
who suggest that an animal could be represented there instead. See, however, the graffito represent-
ing an open-legged woman from Göbekli Tepe (cited in note 2, above) to be dated to a period later 
than the pillars. The so-called squatting-woman is attested from Luristan to Northern Syria in later 
period as symbol of fertility and eroticism, also being portrayed in relation with men and in scenes 
of sexual intercourse, see Mazzoni 2002.

7 bibru vessels at Kültepe/Kaneš have been found in houses (Özgüç 1991, 54-5).
8 On some rhyta from Boğazköy, see Schachner 2018, and for a vessel in the form of a fist, see Schachner 

2019.
9 For the Schimmel rhyton, see Güterbock 1989; for the Boston fist, see Güterbock and Kensdall 

1995. Another fist has been found in Ḫattuša (Schachner 2019). This kind of vessel (of five and three 
minas of silver) were sent to the king of Egypt as a gift (see EA 41, 39-43).
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5. Zoomorphism in Egypt 

The Hittites associated some animals to particular gods: the bull to the Storm-god, 
the stag to the God of nature, the lion to the War-god, the winged-lion to Ištar, and 
other gods were represented by a large variety of animals.

In Egypt each animal represented a single god, with a remarkable continuity un-
til the introduction of Christianity: Horus could be portrayed as a falcon, Hathor as a 
woman with a cow’s head; the union of the two brothers Re (the Sun) and Osiris could 
be represented by a ram-headed mummy with the sun-disk on it. The cult of sacred an-
imals or of divine powers in animal form is proven by the care with which these ani-
mals were buried from the earliest part of the Early Dynastic period, such as the Apis 
bull10. Objects were carried on poles; evidence of the worship of sacred objects. There 
is no evidence for the worship of anthropomorphic deities in pre-dynastic Egypt. The 
earliest kings of a unified Egypt still have animal names: Scorpion, Cobra, etc. The 
“anthropomorphization of powers” (Vermenschlichung der Mächte) took place between 
3000 and 2800 BC. “This process may be related to the fact that the powers that were 
worshiped as deities came more and more to show a human face, and their original an-
imal or inanimate form changed in a human one” (Hornung 1982, 105)11. The “mixed 
form” of gods, combining human and animal elements, which is so characteristic of 
Egypt, developed later, and «the animal, vegetable, or inanimate attribute serves to 
define the figure more precisely» (Hornung 1982, 123)12.

6. The representations of gods according to the “cult inventories” and the bibru vessels 
in the form of animals 

Divine representations based on a very large selection of cult inventories (Hazen-
bos 2003, 175-90; Cammarosano 2018, 87-102) show that in most of the minor cult 
centers the gods were represented by “stelae”, na₄ḫuwaši-. Stelae could be refurbished, 
KUB 17.35 II 6’-7’: na₄zi.kin an-na-al-la-an 1 na₄zi.kin kù.babbar ugu-kán kal-[ma-
ra] dutuši dù-at dutu me-e uruGur-ša-ma-aš-ša “1 stele (in place) since of old. His 
Majesty (commissioned to) make 1 stele of silver (with sun) r[ays] on the top (for) the 
Sun-goddess of the Water of Guršamašša” (Cammarosano 2018, 170-71). Only one 
passage mentions that the stele was engraved with the image of a “Noursing Mother”, 
an-ni-iš :ti-ta-i-me-iš, KBo 2.1 I 33. A stele was rather rarely substituted by a statuette13. 

10 For a detailed analysis of animal worship and animal embalming in Egypt, see Colonna 2021. 
11 Morenz (1960) named these powers as “mana” according to his time (chapter 2: “The Gods”); Thoth 

could be represented as a bird, with the head of an ibis, and also as a baboon, because the divine had 
multiple incarnations. 

12 «No thinking Egyptian would have imagined that the true form of Amun was a man of a ram’s head. Amun 
is the divine power that may be seen in the image of a ram, among many others, as Horus shows himself 
in the image of the hawk whose wings span the sky, and Anubis in the image of the black canine (“jackal”) 
who busies himself around tombs in the desert» (Hornung 1982, 124). «A most unusual group statue 
brings together in a curious fashion cow, lion-headed goddess, uraeus, and goddess with sistrum on her 
head, showing four forms of Hathor next to one other. We should not assume that the Egyptians imagined 
Hathor as a woman with a cow’s head. It is more plausible to see the cow as one possible manifestation of 
Hathor, and the cow’s head and cow’s horns as attributes that allude to a manifestation of the goddess or a 
part of her nature. In Hathor there is the maternal tenderness of the cow, but, among many other charac-
teristics, also the wildness of the lioness and the unpredictability of the snake. Any iconography can be no 
more than an attempt to indicate something of her complex nature» (Hornung 1982, 113).

13 This is the case of spring Sinarašši, whose stele was substituted by a statuette representing a woman 
in sitting position, of iron, 1 span height, KBo 2.1 II 10-11, 15; see Cammarosano 2018, 194-95.
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Representations in the form of small-sized statues, mostly of goddesses, often dec-
orated with silver, were also frequent; these statuettes could either be on an animal or 
have a symbol attributed to that particular god14. Šeri and Ḫurri, the two bulls which 
pulled the chariot of the Syrian Storm-god, whose cult was introduced in Ḫattuša at 
the beginning of the Empire period, were also made in pottery, in a smaller dimension, 
like the two bulls from Kușaklı (now in the Anadolu Medeniyetleri Müzesi of Ankara), 
KBo 39.86 II 8’-9’: gišgidruḫi.a 1-šu gišmar.gíd.da 1-šu gudŠe-ri 1-šu gudḪur-ri 1-šu “the 
staffs: 1 (libation); the chariot: 1 (libation); the bull Šeri: 1 (libation); the bull Ḫurri: 1 
(libation)”. Šeri and Ḫurri were “drunk from a horn”, si-az e-ku-zi, KUB 11.22 V 14’-16’. 
Male gods could also be represented by an object, such as “staffs”, gišgidru, “daggers”, 
gír15, and sun disks (for the Sun deities). Zitḫariya was represented by a hunting bag, 
kuškurša-. Male gods were often also represented by vessels in form of animals, such as 
rhyta (bibru), bowls (gal), protomes of animals (gú), or horns (si), that is by the me-
dia itself through which one reached a communion with the god performing the rite 
of “drinking a god” (below § 8). One drank the god through his image.

Aniconism, zoomorphism (including vessels in the form of animals), or objects 
pertaining to a god, are all archaic ways in representing a god. Furthermore, the au-
tumn and spring festivals, which are extensively documented for central Anatolia so as 
to form the basic pattern of the seasonal celebrations in this region (below § 11), must 
go back to time immemorial. Not only many of the deities of the countryside, but also 
those of the capital, Ḫattuša, whose festivals were celebrated by the king and queen, 
had been received from the Hattians, as is demonstrated – among other cases – by the 
pantheon of the ki.lam festival16. The people who diffused Indo-European languag-
es did not share a common pantheon. The Hittites adopted the Hattian Eštan, that is 
dutu = Ištanu- for the Sun-goddess of Earth (besides Wurunšemu), but also for the 
Hattian supreme Goddess of heaven, differently from the Luwians, who had Tiwad, 
(the Palaic Tiyaz). The male solar deity of the Hittite pantheon acquired a personality 
when the Hittites came in contact with the Syrian milieu17. 

It was Güterbock (1983) who explained the symbolism through which the Hittites 
experienced the world that surrounded them, in his fundamental essay in the Festschrift 
Bittel. He classified the representations of the gods according to three groups: anthro-
pomorphic images, zoomorphic, or as objects, basing himself on the “cult inventories” 
concerning the provincial cities and villages of Ḫatti18. According to him, the term din-
girlim-tar (šiuniyatar, from šiu(n)- “god”) should be interpreted as “Götterdarstellung”, 
so that “(God NN) dingirlim-tar 1 wakšur” would mean: “God NN: (his) image (is) a 

14 See Cammarosano 2018, 63-74.
15 See KBo 2.1 I 32: ḫur.sagŠu-wa-ra-aš 5 urudugír; KUB 31.1+ I 4’–8’: uruTa!-ra-am-ka4 dza.ba4.ba4 din-

gir lim-tar 1 géšpu kù.babbar ki.lá.bi 20 gín.gín 2 urudua-ri-tum gal 1 urudui-mi-it-tum 3 uru-

dugìr 1 urudu.giššukur 1 gištukul zabar 1 uruduḫa-aṢ-Ṣí-in-nu ú-nu-tú ša dza.ba4.ba4 ta-ru-up-ta 
“Town Taramm(e)ka. The War-god: (his) image is 1 silver fist, its weight 20 shekels, 2 large shields, 
1 lance, 3 daggers, 1 spear, 1 mace, 1 axe: the equipment of the War-god is complete”.

16 See the Old Hittite manuscripts of the ki.lam in Burgin 2019.
17 For the Sun-deities of the Early 2nd millennium BC, see Steitler 2017, 15-7 (on previous interpreta-

tions), and 179-96. For an insight discussion on Hittite šiwatt-, *djiwot-, and on “Solar and Sky deities 
in Anatolia”, see Melchert 2019. One should ascribe to a later syncretism the fact that a Luwian ritual 
mentions “a Tiwad above, and a Tiwad below”, šarr]i Tiwata inta-ḫa Tiwata, KUB 32.10+ I 12’ (res-
toration by Steitler).

18 Güterbock had at disposal the texts edited by von Brandenstein (1943), those by Jakob-Rost (1961, 
1963), and also the dissertation by Carter (1962). This study has been included in Hoffner 1997, 
115-25.
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wakšur vessel”19. This image was the tangible aspect of a deity, so that šiuniyatar should 
be understood more exactly as “spirit holder; divinity” (CHD Š, 507)20. The following 
passage, dIyayaš dingirlim-tar alam giš kù.babbar gar.ra munusti tuš-an, should 
therefore mean: “Goddess Iyaya: (her) spirit holder is a statue of a woman sitting, (made 
of) wood, inlaid with silver”.

The basic rite of the spring festival (attested for the main deities of all the cities and 
villages, below, § 11) consisted in a procession in which the divine image was brought 
to an open-air place by a stele representing that deity, more exactly it was brought to 
the deity itself: a male god to a mountain, a goddess to a spring. The only possible in-
terpretation of this rite is that in spring, with the rebirth of Nature, the image had to 
be re-loaded, so-to-speak, with divine power through this contact. 

7. Gods and their vessels (bibru) in the form of animals21

Güterbock (1983= Hoffner 1997, 120-23) has already shown how often animals are 
associated to gods in the descriptions of images of gods in the cult inventories, as in KUB 
38.2 I 7’-15’: “The vi[gorous] Ištar: [a statuette …] seated, from her shoulders [wings pro-
trude], in her right hand [she holds] a cup of gold, [in her left hand] she holds a gold (hiero-
glyphic sign for) ‘Good(ness).’ Beneath her there is a base, plat[ed] with silver. [Beneath] 
the b[ase] lies a sphinx (a-ú-i-ti-ya-aš), plated with silver. And to the right [and left] of the 
wings of the sphinx stand Ninatta and Kulitta, their eyes of silver plated with [gol]d”22.

awauwa- “spider” KUB 54.10 II 8’: bi-ib-ra guškin;
auiti “sphinx, winged lion,” KBo 30.175, 4’‒5’: a-]ú-i-ti-ya-aš bi-i[b-ri; KBo 48.262.a II: 

2 bi-ib-ru a-ú-i-ti [… na₄z]a.gìn; KUB 2.10 V 39: a-ú-i-ti guškin; KUB 16.83 obv. 
49: dPitenḫi (bibru); Ištar

šāiu- “?” KUB 12.1 IV 23’: 1 ša-a-i-u-uš guškin;
šašā- (a bird) KUB 44.6 I 4’-5’: [bi-i]b-ru ša-ša-a-na zab[ar];
zinzapu- (a bird) KUB 5.10 I 3: z. bi-ib-ru guškin; KUB 12.15 V 21: z. bi-ib-ru [; with-

out bibru: KBo 33.167 III 4; KUB 10.91 III 13;
a-ja-li “stag” Bo 5036 III 13-1423;
lu-lim “stag” KBo 48.262.a+ II 12-14: 4 bi-ib-ru lu-lim guškin na4 šà 1en 4 gìrmeš 

gub-za 2 igi-zi gub-za 1en 4 gìrmeš ša-ša-an-za;
gudamar “calf ” dTūḫašail KUB 59.37, 18’-19’;
anše.kur.ra “horse” dIyarri (KUB 15.5 II 33’‒36’: de Roos 2007, 74);
dàra.maš “billy wild goat” du of the thunder: (KBo 19.128 V 5’: Otten 1971, 12)
gud “ox/bull” KBo 48.262.a+: II 9-11: 4 bi-ib-ru gu4 šà 1en 4 gìrmeš [gub-z]a guškin 

na4 1en 4 gìrmeš ša-ša-an-za gušk[in] na4 2 igi-zi gìrmeš ša-ša-an-za gušk[in] na4 
2 igi-zi gìrmeš gub-te-eš guškin na4

24; KUB 12.1 IV 20’-21’: 6 bi-ib-ru guškin 

19 Cf. KBo 2.1 II 33: 1 wa-ak-šur zabar púḪa-pu-ri-ya-ta-aš; KUB 31.1+ I 1’–2’: uruTa!-ra-am-me-ka4 du karaš 
damar.utu-a[š] dingirlim-tar 2 wa-ak-šur kù.babbar ki.lá.bi 2 ma.na kù.babbar “Town Tarammeka. 
Storm-god of the army, Šanta: (their) images are 2 silver wakšur-vessel, their weight is 2 minas of silver”.

20 A betyl was a “stone imbued with psyche” according to the definition of Philo of Byblos. For (lú)šiuni-
yant- “imbued with the god, ecstatic”, see Francia 2022.

21 See Carruba 1967; Soysal 2014/15, who list the materials used for these vessels: metals, different 
kinds of stones, wood

22 Last translation of the text: Cammarosano 2018, 294-99.
23 See Carruba 1967, 90, note 6.
24 See Otten 1989, 366-67.
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[šàb]a 4 gud igi-zi gub-an-te-eš šà 3 guškin na4 1en guškin pu-u-ri-in (Siegelová 
1986, 448); KUB 42.42 IV11’: [x bi-ib-r]u gud 2 aš-ra guškin gar.r[a; KUB 
42.100+: III 27’: du ane: 3 gú gud kú.babbar; KBo 25.173 I 7’: bi-ib-ru guškin;
 dim: KBo 27.67+ I 4’, II 1, 35 and 44, 55 (Klinger 1996, 302, 306, 310, 312);
 du ga5-aš-ru KUB 38.1+ 29’-30’: bi-ib-ru gu4 giš kú.babbar gar.ra 4 ki.gub 

pár-ka4-aš-ti 1 sig.kuš;
 du šamē VSNF 12.28 II 13’-14’: Klinger 1996, 610;
 dim ètim gal KBo 19.128 VI 10’-11’: Otten 1971, 16;
 dim uruḪi-iš-ša-aš-ḫa-pa: ABoT 33+ IV 5’-6’: bi-ib-ru gud kú.babbar;
 du uruLi-iḫ-zi-na, KUB 38.3 I 1-3: bi-ib-ru gud giš 4 ki.gub kú.babbar gar.

ra sag.du-šú gabaḫi.a guškin gar.ra pár-ka4-aš-ti 1 sig.kuš;
 dim/u and dim/u uruZi-ip-pa-la-an-da KBo 14.33 I 12’: (StBoT 37: 426, 458, 

482); KBo 19.128 IV 34’-35’, 42’-43’: Otten 1971, 10, 12; KUB 1.17 II 31-33.
gud.am “Auerochse” KUB 12.3, 10.
gud.amar “calf ” Bo 6514 IV 3; KUB 59.37, 7’.
gud.maḫ “bull” KUB 42.100+: III 27’-28’.

 púḪa-pu-ri-ya-ta-aš KBo 2.1 II 34: an.bar 1 še-kan;
 du mZi-ya-zi-ya KBo 2.13 obv. 1: an.bar;
 du uruA-aš-ša-ra-ad-da (KBo 2.1 II 40-41, 34-35): an.bar 1 še-kan;
 du uruMa-al-li-it-ta-aš KUB 38.6 + 57.106 IV 16’: giš nagga gar.ra 4 gub-za;
 du uruMa-ra-a-aš KBo 2.1 I 28-29, 34-35: an-na-ki gar.ra 4 gub-za; changed 

in: kú.babbar 4 gub -za 1 še-kan;
 du uruPa-re-en-ta-aš KBo 2.1 III 7-8: an.bar 1 še-kan;
 du uruŠa-na-an-ti-ya KBo 2.1 IV 1-3: an.bar 4 gub-aš 2 še-kan;
 du uruŠa-ru-wa-la-aš-ši KBo 2.1 III 1-3: an.bar 1 še-kan;
 du uruWa-at-tar-wa KBo 2.1 II 24-25: an.bar 1 še-kan;

mušen “bird” KUB 7.38 obv. 12.
pìrig.tur “leopard” KUB 48.262.a+ II 21-23: 3 bi-ib-ru pìrig.tur šà 1en 4 gìrmeš 

gub-za 2 GÚ pìrig.tur guškin na₄za.gìn mušnuwa[nza] parzašša.
simmušen “dove” KUB 16.83 I 50: guškin simmušen. 
šaḫ “pig” KBo 31.54, 5’.

 bi-ib-ru šaḫ zabar (KUB 44.6 I 3’, 4’).
ti8

mušen “eagle” bi-]ib-ri ḫi.a KBo 18.178 rev. 2’-3: kú.babbar …[1en] gú ti8
mušen; KBo 

48.262.a+ II 15: 4 bi-ib-ru ti8
mušen guškin na₄za.gìn; KUB 12.1 IV 11’: 1en gú 

ti8
mušen.

 ḫur.sag Lūla (KUB 40.110 rev. 4‒5).
 dKammamma dḪašgallā (KUB 55.18 II 8’‒9’: iš-tu bi-ib-ri gu[škin] ti8

mušen)
 dkal uruḪatti (KUB 55.18 III 2’‒3’).
 [ḫumanteš] dingirmeš (KBo 54.143 obv. 3’‒4).

udu.kur.ra “mountain sheep” KUB 12.1 IV 10’-11’ (Siegelová 1986, 446): [x bi-]ib-
ru guškin šàba 2 udu.kur.ra igi-zi gub-an-te-eš [x gub-a]n-te-eš egir-pa pár-za 
uš-kán-e- eš; KUB 42.100+: III 28’: du ane: 1 bi-ib-ru udu.kur.ra kú.babbar.

udu.šir “ram” bi-ib-ru kú.babbar 4 gìrmeš a-ra-an-za.
 dḪilašši (VSNF 12.21 + KBo 13.217 II 1’).
 dŠawašḫila (VSNF 12.21+ II 14’-15’).
 dKataḫziwūri (VSNF 12.21+ III 18’’, 22’’). 
 dZiparwā (VSNF 12.21+ III 7’’, 10’’).

ur.maḫ “lion” bi-ib-ri kú.babbar 1 gú ur.maḫ (KBo 9.91 obv. 15-17); 3 bi-ib-ru 
ur.maḫ šà 1en 4 gìrmeš gub-za sag.du-sú gaba guškin an.bar ge6 1en gú ur.maḫ 
guškin na₄za.gìn na₄mu-u[š-nu-wa-an-za] ḫe-eš-ḫi-ši-kán sag.du ur.maḫ na4 1en 
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gušk[in] pu-u-ri-iš ti-it-ta-li-ta-i-me-eš (KBo 48.262.a+ II 16-20)25; 1en gú ur.maḫ 
[guški]n na4 (KUB 12.1 IV 22’-23’); KUB 48.119 rev.? 9; bi-ib-ru ur.maḫ guškin
 ḫur.sagAškašepa (on a gold B.: KUB 1.17 V 28’: Klinger 1996, 436; gold).
 dIyarri (in a dream stood on a lion – his form however was like that of the Storm-

god – ‘This statue they will make exactly so”; 46’-51’: “in a dream one said to His 
Majesty: ‘make Iyarri (represented as) a veiled woman’, Iyarri (represented as) 
a veiled woman they shall make”: KUB 15.5 II 39’-44’; de Roos 2007, 75).

 d gal.zu (KBo 19.128 V 39’-40’: Otten 1971, 14).
 za.ba4.ba4 (KUB 10.89 I 20: Klinger 1996, 506).

8. The Hittite ceremony of “drinking a god” and the ritual meal

The Akkadian term bibru is translated “rhyton”, although it had just one opening, 
and not a second one through which the liquid could get out, which explains the Greek 
name (Tuchelt 1962). This type of vessel was used in religious festivals, and the form of 
the rhyton was that of the animal which represented the worshiped deity. KUB 10.89 I 
20’-29’ (Klinger 1996, 506-07) concerns a monthly festival: “King (and) queen drink 
(akuwanzi) sitting (the War-god) Zababa with a rhyton in the form of a lion staying on 
his four (legs), (ištu bibri ur.maḫ IV arantet). The cup-bearer brings one large mouth-
ful of bread made of mash from outside. He gives (it) to the king. The king breaks (parši-
ya) (it), and bites (wāki) (it). (One plays) the lyre; one sings; the entertainer speaks; 
the palwatallaš palwaizzi; drum (and) castanets. The dancers dance. One brings a 
bowl (ḫuppar) of wine to the entertainer. (The cup-bearer) who has to come bowing 
(comes)”. The same rite was then performed for other deities, without specifying every 
time what kind of vessel was used (in some cases it was a “bowl”, gal). A shortened 
(and more usual) formulation of the same rite is given in the parallel text KUB 10.24 
VI 11’-16’ (Klinger 1996, 478-79): “[King (and) que]en drink sitting Zababa [with] a 
gold rhyton. (The cup-bearer) receives (then the wine) in an empty [išk]aruḫ-vessel”.

One must also consider that the “bowl / cup”, zeri / gal could have been shaped 
like an animal (which is very seldom expressed), see VSNF 12.28, 9’: “The king drinks 
standing the Goddess of Arinna and the (other) gods from a bowl in the form of a stag 
(iš-tu gal lu-la-ya-ma-az)” (Klinger 1996, 610)26.

Considering that the verb eku- “to drink” takes the accusative of the name of the 
deity, and that this act was followed by the king biting the bread for the deity, one has 
to deduce that the climax of the rite consisted in the act performed by the king (and the 
queen) in drinking of the same wine (or beer) and eating of the same bread as the god:

Der Höhepunkt im Verlauf der Feste in der hattisch-heth. Tradition bestand in Trinken, 
eku-, die Gottheit. Diese Handlung, die nicht als „GN tränken“ aufgefasst werden darf, 
wurde ürsprunglich nur vom König und von der Königin vollzogen. Der Zelebrant 
gelangte zu einer mystischen Komunikation mit der Gottheit, indem er aus einem 
besonderen für die Gottheit bestimmten Gefäss das für die Gottheiht bestimmte 
Getränk trank, das dann für sie „libiert“, sipant-, wurde, das heisst ihr zu trinken gegeben 
wurde. Nach dem Opfertrank fand ein Nahrungsopfer statt: der König brach ein Brot, 
das dann fortgetragen wurde. (Archi 1979, 200-01).

25 See Otten 1989, 366-67.
26 For lulayama-, to be related to lulim(m)i-, an epithet of dkal, the Stag-god, see Alp 1983, 125 note 

158. Such zeri- vessels could be rhyta like those of nos. 212-216 in Kulakoğlu and Selmin 2010, Pl. 
213-216.
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The officiant had to break the bread for the god and eat a bite before presenting it to 
him on the altar; then he had to swallow a sip of the wine (in some cases beer) which 
he had to then “libate”, in pouring it from the rhyton, or “bowl”, zeri- / gal, or a pitch-
er, kukkub, into the ḫuppar vessel (ḫuppari sipanti): as the bread was placed on the 
altar, the wine had to be offered by pouring it at the base of the altar, and the cup-bear-
er had to receive this liquid in an empty vessel: lúsagi-aš išgaruḫit guškin riquti šer 
epzi (see Kammenhuber 1971, 147-50; Singer 1984, 47; II 15-21). Other vessels used 
for “drinking a god” were aššuzeri-, and gešpu “fist”. The Boston silver bowl in the 
form of a fist represents king Tudḫaliya IV, dressed with a long “ritual dress”, holding 
the “lituus” (aniyatta/kinḫi.a-ta, giškalmuš) while he is performing a libation in front of 
an altar (ištanana-, zag.gar.ra) on which bread and meat offerings are placed. He is 
pouring wine from a pitcher at the foot of an altar; behind him is a bowed cup-bearer 
holding a kantharos, followed by a man playing a small drum, two musicians playing 
lyres, a man beating some castanets, and a last person holding a kind of “alphorn” in 
both hands, probably the “man who plays the palwa” (lúpalwatallaš palwaizzi). At the 
other side of the altar, in front of the king is the Storm-god, standing and grasping the 
reins to which two horses are hitched (Güterbock and Kendall 1995, 52-3).

In the Schimmel stag vessel a king is portrayed making an offering to the Stag-god 
kal (together with his paredra Ala). Behind the god there is a hunting spear, hunting 
bag, quiver and a dismembered stag. The king, being a devotee of this god27, is portrayed 
wearing a short dress suitable for a hunter, pouring a libation to the god from a pitch-
er; he is followed by a drum-player and the bowed cup-bearer who holds a kantharos 
(Güterbock and Kendall 1995, 54).

Friedrich (1952, 40) explained the construction of the verb eku- / aku- “to drink” 
followed by a divine name in the accusative as “to drink a deity”, refusing the caus-
ative meaning “tränken”, “give to drink”, adducing the Eucharist for comparison: “an 
unserer Abendmahl erinnerend”. Already Forrer had published a paper entitled “Das 
Abendmahl im Ḫatti-Reiche” in the year 1938 (Forrer 1940), as Güterbock (1998, 
121) has remarked. The Hattian-Hittite rite was in fact a meal shared between the de-
ity and the royal couple.

It was Kammenhuber’s (1971 = 1993, 475-91) merit to have defined this basic rite 
which the Hittites had received from the Hattians, and had preserved in the festivals 
of the Hattian-Hittite tradition, one of the largest corpora of the Hittite documents. 
According to her, «wenn der heth. König eine oder mehrere Gottheiten „trinkt“, han-
delt es sich um eine Libation: er libiert in einer Schale (ḫuppar). […] Eine Handlung, 
der sicher tiefere magische Vorstellungen zugrunde liegen» (1971, 147-48; 153). In the 
later period (particularly in the 13th century BC), however, the verb eku- also assumed 
the meaning “to give to drink, to toast to DN” because of a contamination with cults 
from the south-eastern regions (of Hurrian origin)28. 

27 This king – not dressed in the usual cloak, but with a shorter one – could be Tudḫaliya “the hunter” 
(see Hawkins 2006). For a different interpretation of the hieroglyphic signs in the captions, see van 
den Hout 2018.

28 A good example is the Ritual of Wišuriyanza, KBo 15.25 rev. 14–17: gal〈.dumu〉.é.gal š[ipa]
nzakizzi nu ḫantezz[i pa]lši dgal ša-me-e e-ku-z[i] egir-šu ma a-n[a di]m e-ku-zi egir-šu-ma a[-na 
dka]l e-ku-zi ak-ku-uš-ki-u-wa-ni-ma tuš-aš “The chief of the palace servant makes a libation: he 
drinks first 〈to〉 the Sun-god of Heaven; then he drinks to the Storm-god; and then he drinks to the 
Tutelary-god. We then drink sitting”, see Carruba 1966, 4-7. The passages concerning the verb eku- 
in the cult and ritual documents have been collected in Kammenhuber and Archi 1975/77.
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Reactions to her thesis were negative, preferring the meaning “to drink (to the hon-
our of) DN; to toast to DN”29. Kammenhuber’s incontrovertible answer (1991, 225) 
was: «Die Hethiter hätten die schönere, aber interpretierende Übersetzung des neu-
englischen Ausdrucks „to toast somebody“ bezeichnen können, wenn sie es gewollt 
hätten»30! 

Güterbock (1998) accepted in a second time the thesis that the literal understand-
ing of the phrase eku- + DN in the accusative, “to drink god NN”, is correct. He then 
remarked that according to a passage (his § 8) of the Old Hittite festival text KBo 
17.74+, the king “drinks the bowl (gal) of the Sun-goddess” and her daughter Mezzu-
lla (see below); in several passages from a later manuscript of this festival, instead, the 
king drinks a deity (in the accusative) “from a bowl (or) a rhyton”: DN ištu gal / ištu 
bibri ekuzi. One should, therefore, deduce that “drinking the cup of a god” means to 
drink part of the wine offered to a god, which in a later manuscript is expressed as: “to 
drink a god (in drinking some wine) from his cup”! He then (Güterbock 1998, 127-
29) quoted two passages from KUB 55.18 (a later fragmentary text with poor syntax) 
concerning a local festival celebrated by a “priest”, lúsanga, with the participation of 
a local community)31:

KUB 55.18 II 6’-11’:
6’ na-aš-ta ša-an-ḫa-an-zi nu lúsanga
7’ dKa-am-ma-am-ma dḪa-aš-ga-la-a
8’ ša lugal-ya šum-šu gub-aš iš-tu bi-ib-ri k[ù.babbar]
9’ ti8

mušen pi-ya-an-zi na-an-za-kán kat-ta [Ø]
10’ a-na gal.gir4 la-ḫu-u-wa-i na-an-kán iš-t[u gal.gir4]
11’ e-ku-zi

“Then they sweep. 〈To〉 the priest they give 〈to drink〉 standing the deity Kammamma 
(and) Ḫašgalā, and the Name of the king from a s[ilver] rhyton in the form of an eagle: 
he pours it (i.e.: the wine) in the earthenware cup clay, and he (i.e., the priest) drinks it 
/ him (the deities Kammamma and Ḫašgalā)”

The second passage, KUB 55.18 III 2’-5’, is:

2’ [nu?] ⸢d⸣gal.zu gub-aš iš-tu bi-ib-ri kù.babbar 
3’ [ti8]mušen ša dkal uruḪa-at-ti pa-an-ga-u-i-y[a]

29 For criticism expresses about Kammenhuber’s thesis, see the bibliography in HW2, 30. Soysal 2008 
– followed by Goedegebuure 2008 – suggested, moreover, that the ending -n was a development of 
the Hattian dative ending -n, so that such an ungrammatical construction would have remained in 
use for ca 400 years!

30 Kammenhuber refers, as an example, to the expression: waršuli eku- “zur Befriedigung / Besänftigung 
trinken”; better: “to drink (in honour)”, which does not belong to any Hattian-Hittite festival, but 
which occurs several times in the ḫišuwas Festival from the Hurrian milieu of Kizzuwatna, as in the 
passage KBo 15.37 V 18–23: “te-pu (geštin) šuppiyaḫḫanzi na-aš-ta lúsanga nam-ma iš-tu bi-ib-ri 
dingir lim ḫa-a-ni nu-uš-ša-an a-na gal lugal la-ḫu-u-wa-i nu lugal pa-a-i … lugal-uš wa-ar-šu-
li e-ku-zi “One consecrates part (of the wine). The priest draws again wine from the rhyton of the god, 
and pours it in the bowl of the king, then he gives (it) to the king”. Music and songs. “The king drinks: 
‘Health’”. In this particular case the bibru is filled with the wine which is then distributed to indi-
vidual bowls. This expression also refers to other participants, KUB 25.32+ IV 13: lúmeš ḫumanteš 
wa[ršuli] nag-zi “(they place] the thigh on the altar,) and they drink three times the rhyta in honour 
in staying”. KUB 45.44 II 6:]ape-ya waršuli akuanzi; IBoT 1.1 III 22–23: 2 be-lu-ši [menaḫḫanda] 
wars[uli akuwanzi] “2 lords drink in honour of him (i.e. the king)”. 

31 See the transcription in Groddek 2002, 32-3.
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4’ [p]i-ya-an-zi na-at-za-kán kat-ta a-na galḫi.a [gir4]
5’ [l]a-a-ḫu-wa-an-zi na-at-kán ar-ḫa a-ku-wa-an-z[i]

“They give to the assembly 〈to drink〉, standing, the god gal.zu from the silver rhyton 
in the form of an eagle of the Tutelary-god (i.e. the Stag-god) of Ḫatti: they pour it down 
into [earthenware] cups, and drink it out”.32

Güterbock was right in noting that gal.zu (without the divine determinative in 
the following passage) has to be read: gal-sú = Akk. kāsu: KBo 15.59 III 9’-10’: lu-
gal-uš gal.zu ekuzi ḫuman[ti-ya] akuwanna piyanazi “the king drinks the bowl; they 
give everybody / the assembly to drink”33. This text belongs to the ḫišuwaš festival, of 
the Hurrian tradition from Kizzuwatna. This interpretation makes it very probable 
that dgal.zu of the Hattian-Hittite festivals was the deified bowl, because – as Güter-
bock (1998, 127) writes – «once the bowl was deified it could well have been treated 
like other deities»34. 

The text does not present a correct wording, which makes it ambiguous; moreover, 
the singular accusative enclitic of the common pronoun -an in the first passage should 
refer to the wine (!), while the nominative-accusative neuter singular in the second 
passage can only refer to the wine.

Güterbock’s final deduction (1998, 129) is formulated as follows: «it seems to me 
that the passage (above) shows that the liquid is the deity, or the deity is the liquid, 
since here the deity is poured from a bibru into a cup from which the celebrant then 
drinks». Taracha, who has recently revived this interpretation, writes:

The idea of the wine symbolizing a god in Hittite liturgy implies a kind of mystical 
thinking comparable to the idea of consecration of the sacramental wine into the 
Redeemer’s blood in celebration of the Eucharist. Like in the Eucharist, at the hearth 
of Hittite cult ceremonies are the breaking of bread and drinking of the wine of a god 
from the cup. (Taracha 2019, 716)

Indeed, the wine poured into such a cup, and offered as a drink to a deity, became 
imbued with the spirit of the god, and could be fateful for anyone unfaithful to him, as 
a passage from the Instruction for the Priests and Temple Personnel shows: 

(In order to detect who has taken away something of the gods’ property,) then you will 
drink empty the rhyton of the deity himself. If you are innocent, (then it is due to) your 
patron deity (šumel dkal-ku-nu). But if you are guilty, then you will be destroyed along 
with your wives and your sons. (Miller 2013, 262-64, ll. 52-55).

32 According to KBo 19.128 V 39’–40’, one drinks dgal.zu with a bibru in form of a lion (Otten 1971, 14).
33 On (DUG)gal = kāsu = zeri, see Güterbock 1964, 97-8. The whole passage KBo 15.59 III 3’–10’ is: 

egir-šú-ma lugal-i a-ku-wa-an-na pí-an-z[i] lúsagi ta-pí-ša-ni-it kù.[babbar] pa-ni dingir lim ši-
pa-an-ti (music) ídAl-da ka-lu-ut-ta lugal[-uš] 1 ninda.gur4.ra pár-ši-ya na-an pa-ni dim [da-a-i 
(?)] lugal-uš gal.zu(/-sú) e-ku-zi ḫu-ma-an-ti-ya a-ku-wa-an-na pí-an[-zi] “And then one gives to 
drink to the king; the cup-bearer libates with a t.-vessel of silver to the god (i.e. dim). (Music.) The 
king breaks a loaf 〈to〉 the circle of the river Alda, and [places] it in front of the Storm-god. The king 
drinks the bowl (gal.zu/-sú). One gives to everybody to drink”. The parallel passage in IV 13’-14’ 
has: nu ídAl-da ka-lu-ut-ta e-ku-zi lú[sagi.a] ta-pí-ša-na-za kù.babbar pa-ni dingir lim ši-pa-a[n-ti] 
“He drinks the river Alda. The [cup-bearer] libates with a t.-vessel in front of the god”. The Hittite 
translation of the ḫišuwaš festival uses the wording of the Hattian-Hittite festival, so that the cele-
brant “drinks”, ekuzi, gods (in the accusative), and even objects (named in Hurrian) belonging to 
Teššup(!); see KUB 32.84 IV 2, 4, 6, 8 passim (Wegner 2002, 28-9; 36). 

34 Heffron (2014, 167-72) follows Güterbock’s interpretation.
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dgal.zu appears among the gods of the ki.lam festival already in the Old Hittite 
manuscripts KBo 20.33+ obv. 25, and KBo 38.12+ II 3935, until a very late period (see 
KBo 19.128 V 39’, Otten 1971, 14). 

That the king drank wine from the bowl presented for the libation to a god is proven 
by the Old Hittite ritual performed “when the Storm-god thunders” (Neu 1970; 1980, 
62-9), also preserved in a later faithful manuscript (KBo 17.74+; Neu 1970), which 
presents the following passages, I 21: lúki-i]-ta-aš ḫal-za-i gal dim 〈lugal munus.lu-
gal〉 a-ku-an-zi “the repeater cries (the name of the god). King (and) queen drink the 
bowl of the Storm-god”; every time music follows. Similar passages are: II 6: gal dutu 
dMezzulla akuanzi; II 42: gal dim dWašezzil akuanzi; 46: gal dInar akua[nzi]; IV 6: 
gal dud ge6 akuanzi; IV 15’: gal dTuḫašail akuanzi; IV 8’ gal du Wašezzili akuwanzi. 
In some other cases, on the other hand, the king and queen “sipped the wine (from) 
the bowl of god NN with a (gold or silver) spoon: gal dim šuppištuwarit akuwanzi: III 
12’, 25’, 27’, 32’, 42’, 47’, 52’; gal dutu: III 20’36. 

A later text also mentions that the celebrants drank directly from the bibru, KBo 
39.154 + KUB 25.32+ III 43’-44’: “They put (the breads) back on the stele for the 
Sun-goddess of the Earth. One drinks nine times from the rhyton, standing (iš-tu bi-
ib-ri gub-aš 9-šu a-ku-wa-an-zi (McMahon 1991, 72-3). Note that not only the bib-
ru but also the gal.zu could have been in the form of an animal, more precisely the 
protome of an animal, in this way representing the deity who “was drunk”.

The “festival”, ezen, celebrated by the king and queen therefore consisted in a ritual 
meal together with the gods, through which the king reached a mystic union with the 
deity in sharing the drink and the bread offered to him. This act was renewed in every 
monthly and seasonal festival, also extending the benefit to members of the court who 
took part in this common meal. KBo 19.128 VI 10’-16’: «The king drinks in standing 
the Storm-god of the Palace from a rhyton in the form of a bull37. One plays the lyre. 
The cup-bearer gives to the king a large bread. The king breaks it and places it on the 
altar. The king gives to drink to the lords in (their) hand» (Otten 1971, 16-7); KUB 
10.88 I 5-10: «One places the tables of the gods; one places the tables of the king, of 
the queen, of the king’s sons, of the dignitaries: eighteen tables. One fans the fire. One 
places 43 tables of the Countries, (but) one does not fan the fire» (Archi 1979, 204).

This text shows how the king (and the queen) first created a mystic union with the 
god in drinking (eku-) of the same wine and eating (wek-) of the same bread offered to 
him. This bread was then offered to the god in placing it on the “altar” (zag.gar.ra), 
while the wine was poured as a libation (sipant-) in the ḫuppar vessel at the foot of the 
altar. Additional wine (or beer) and bread were distributed to the assembly (ašeššar) of 
the Palace personnel, or to the local communities, creating an inclusive union through 

35 These texts are transcribed in Burgin 2019, 32; 84. In the first text dgal.zu appears in a long list of 
deities whom the king “drinks”. Although all the gods whom he “drank” were not necessarily rep-
resented by an image in front of him, in this particular case the deified bowl could be that used in 
celebration. For other passages concerning this god in later manuscripts of the ki.lam festival, see 
Singer 1984, 240. 

36 The CHD (Š, 641) lists some passages according to which large amounts of šuppištuwareš are in gold 
or silver. It is peculiar that the dugkattakaranta- vessel, identified with the arm-shaped vessel, was so 
rarely used for libation. For a “libation”, šipant-, with this vessel by the king, see e.g., in KUB 11.35 II 
26’-68’. Mielke (2007, 164-65) has proposed that this vessel was not used for libations; see, further, 
Fantoni 2021, 101-02.

37 Some words may have been recited over the rhyton in this moment, KUB 36.89 obv. 8: “one breaks 
a bread, they full the rhyta”, inim-an III-šú an-da me-ma-i.
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a common meal. Only the officiant, however, drank from the wine of the gods. Even 
so, the shared ritual meal extended its mystical significance to all the members who 
took part in the rite38.

9. Drinking in the royal funerary rite

The Funerary Ritual celebrated for “a great loss”, šalliš waštaiš, that is for the death 
of the king or the queen, when “they become a god”, dingir lim-iš kišari, is a document 
represented by late manuscripts in some different versions. The first edition, by Otten 
(1958), has been superseded by the one by Kassian et al. (2002; here: FR), which in-
cludes more texts. 

Day I. “The cup-bearer pours a beer libation from the libation vessel (dugišpandu-
waza). One gives then to eat to the decased (akkanti), and one gives him three times 
to drink (-ši akuwanna pianzi” (FR, 56-7).

Day II. “The palace attendants give [to drink] to the deceased (akkanti) from the 
ḫuppar- vessel”; they put a vessel and bread in front of the bed of the deceased. Ritual 
meal of the assembly. They give 〈to the decease〉 to drink”, akuanna pianzi; 〈the cele-
brant〉 “drinks”, ekuzi, Taurit, the Sun-gddess, Mezzulla; … “he drinks” the Storm-god 
and the Storm-god of Zippalanda – the Tutelary-god kal – the Favourable Day (dud.
sig5) – Izzistanu – the Sun-goddess of the Earth – his Soul three times; at the third 
time he breaks the bowl and put it in the hearth (FR, 88-99, dupl.164-75). 

Day III. The corpse is burnt on a pyre. “They give to drink three times (to the par-
ticipants) and they drink three times his Soul” nu akuwanna 3-šu pianzi nu 3-šu-pát 
apel zi-šu akuwanzi (FR, 264-65).

Day VII. “Great meal”, naptanu gal. He drinks the Sun-goddess of Arinna – the 
Storm-god and the Storm-god of Zippalanda – the Tutelary-god kal – the Favour-
able Day (dud.sig5) – the Sun-goddess of the Earth – his Soul and the Favourable Day 
three times, at the third time he breaks the bowl and put it in the hearth (FR, 324-33, 
dupl. 344-49).

Day VIII-IX. “They give to drink”, akūanna pianzi, to the statue of the deceased on 
the sitting-chariot. Great meal: bread is given, the cup-bearer gives (them) to drink. 
“He drinks the Sun-goddess, the Storm-god, the Tutelary-god kal, the Sun-goddess of 
the Earth, each one separately once. They break loaves … He drinks the grandfathers 
(and) the grandmothers (of the deceased)”, ḫuḫḫiš ḫanniš ekuzi. “He drinks three times 
his Soul. When he drinks his Soul for the third time and says the name of Favourable 
Day, he does not break the bread. The cup-bearer smashes the iškaruḫ-vessel against 
the ground (FR, 386-89, dupl. 422-25).

Day X. “They give to drink”, akūanna pianzi, to the statue of the deceased in the 
house” (FR, 432-33, dupl. 440-41).

Day XII. Great meal. “He drinks the Sun-goddess, the Storm-god, the Tutelary-god 
kal, the Sun-goddess of the Earth, each one separately once. …They give to drink to 
(!)39 the grandmothers (and) the grandfathers. … He drinks three times his Soul. When 
they give to his Soul to drink (akūanna pianzi) …” (FR, 486-87).

Day XIII. “They lift the statue. … They give (roasted liver and hearth) to the Soul 
of the deceased to bite. … They offer wine and fine oil. They give to the deceased to 

38 Several passages concerning the ritual meal of the “assembly”, ašeššar, are quoted in Archi 1979.
39 See here below.
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drink; and he drinks his soul” (akkanti akuwanna pianzi nu apel zi-an ekuzi) (FR, 500-
05). “They pour fine oil from above on the wine” (FR, 506-07 l. 26).

Day XIV. “He drinks the Sun-goddess of the Earth … he drinks the grandfathers 
(and) the grand mothers. … They pour fine oil into the hearth. … While they drink 
the soul of the deceased, one cup-bearer stands down, by one side of the hearth and 
one cup-bearer stands by the other side. They hold pitchers of wine. When he drinks 
the Soul of the deceased, the cup-bearers pours as libation (sipanzakanzi) (the wine) 
into the hearth from one side and from the other side” (FR, 510-13). 

On the first two days “one gives to drink to the deceased”; a ritual meal follows. 
The celebrant drinks the three major deities of the pantheon, and then the Sun-god-
dess of the Netherworld and the Soul of the deceased together with the Favourable 
god: a tutelary god who has to accompany the deceased in his difficult journey to the 
Netherworld40. The divine names have no case termination, but the soul is always in 
the accusative: zi-an. The celebrant drinks from a “bowl”, gal, which he smashes 
afterwards against the ground (FR, 174-76 ll. 32; 39-40). The vessels used to drink 
the Soul on the following days were also broken. On the third day the corpse was 
burnt on a pyre. 

Over the following days one also drinks the gods and Soul (in the accusative), while 
“one gives to drink” to the statue of the deceased (akkanti akuwanna pianzi nu apel zi-
an ekuzi), because the statue represents the deceased in this world, while the Soul is 
the entity of the deceased which will reach the meadows of the Netherworld (ú.sal-
wa paiši, FR, 516 l.13). One also “drinks” the grandfathers (and) the grandmothers (in 
the accusative) of the deceased (ḫuḫḫiš ḫanniš ekuzi), who will receive him there. The 
passage for Day XIV describes this sequence: first the celebrant “drinks” the deceased 
(by drinking from the bowl); then two cup-bearers pour the wine in a libation into the 
hearth so that it dissolves.

Manuscript KUB 30.19+ (Day XII) is the only one which writes inaccurately: “They 
gave to drink to the grandmothers (and) the grandfathers. … He drinks three times 
his Soul. When they give to his Soul to drink (akūanna pianzi) …”.

10. The basic pattern of the local cults according to the “cult inventories”

Muwattalli II was principally focused on maintaining control of northern Syria and 
the confrontation with Egypt. It is quite uncertain if this and his policy concerning 
the Arzawa states were his motivation for moving his capital to the south, to Tarḫun-
tašša. The core region of Ḫatti was first entrusted to Arma-Tarḫunta, Šuppiluliuma I’s 
nephew, and later to Ḫattušili III, according to the custom of entrusting governmen-
tal charges to close relatives, an action which provoked tensions in an area which also 
suffered incursions by the Kaška people.

It was the explicit duty of the king to ensure the correct celebration of the rites in 
the core regions of the state, and – when necessary – to restore them. The attacks from 
the Kaška, who for a certain period of time even succeeded in gaining control of the 
area of the Upper and Middle Kızılırmak, where Nerik was located, along with the 
transfer of the capital, and the civil war, had all contributed to reduced central control.

The rites were moreover registered in “tablets”, giš.ḫur/tuppaḫi.a gulzattar; giš.
ḫur šiyanza, and they could have been damaged or lost.

40 For the difficult journey of the Soul to the Netherworld, see Archi 2008. 
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Muwattalli (KUB 42.100 I 17’, III 32’, IV 38), Ḫattušili III, “the father of his Majes-
ty (IV 15’)41, and even Muršili II, “the grandfather of His Majesty” (i.e., of Tutdḫaliya 
IV: I 20’, III 22’, IV 10’) had already begun to restore festivals in the recovered area of 
Nerik, so that the cult obligations could be celebrated there correctly. One document 
also mentions Urḫi-Teššub42. It was however Tudḫaliya IV who actively engaged in a 
systematic control of these obligations43. As Hazenbos (2003, 11-4) has recalled, this 
king complained in a prayer to the Sun-goddess of Arinna that cults were neglected, 
and he vowed to restore them:

I shall [confess] my sin [before you] and never again shall [I] omit the festivals, not again 
shall I interchange [the festivals] of the spring and of [the autumn], and [the festivals 
of the sprin]g I shall perform punctually in spring, [the festival of the a]utumn I shall 
perform punctually in autumn, [and to you] in the temple I shall never leave out[ the 
festivals]! (KBo 12.58 + 13.162 obv. 6-10; Hazenbos 2003, 12).

Tudḫaliya’s documents prove that they proceeded rather systematically, region after 
region in registering the cults of each city and village, in order to verify that the rites 
were celebrated at the right date and in the right form. It was essentially «une œuvre 
de restauration des cultes» (Archi 1973, 8)44. 

There is evidence that Tudḫaliya personally supervised this cult reorganization: 
mTudḫaliyaš lugal.gal / dutuši dāiš / me-iš “instituted”: KBo 12.56 I 8’, and KUB 
25.23 IV 48’: “One temple will be built”; VS 28.111 obv. 16’: alamḫi.a é.dingirlim du-
tuši aš-ku[-un] “His Majesty has established statues and a temple”; KUB 25.23 IV 63’-
64’: pa-ni dutuši mTudḫaliya [….] kin?-ti “Before His Majesty Tudḫaliyas [X] wrote it” 
(Hazenbos 2003, 35).

Tudḫaliya introduced several gods according to the religious feeling and political 
situation of his time, as exemplified in KBo 70.109 + KUB 57.106+, and its dupl. KUB 
38.6 + 57.56. The text has to be dated to the period in which Nerik and the cult of its 
Storm-god and that of Kaštama were restored (these gods are mentioned in practical-
ly all of the preserved section concerning twenty-eight settlements), but it is not pos-
sible to determine the region to which this inventory refers. The cult of the two major 
deities of Aššur was introduced in several peripheral cities or villages: the Storm-god 
of Aššur (§§ 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 17, 22, 25); Ištar (dliš) of Nineveh (§§ 6, 7, 9. 11, 12, 14, 15, 
17, 19, 22, 25, 26), and even Ištar of Babylon: (dliš of Karduniya, § 25). The river Baliḫ 
(in the Luwian form Baluḫašša), and Milku (§ 6, and § 6, 7, 12, 19, 24, 25, 26, 27 re-

41 See further KBo 12.53+; Cammarosano 2018, 271-75.
42 IBoT 2.131 17’-19’: «When Urḫi-Teššup re-established (the cult of) Pirwa, he spoke (as follows): 

“while they rebuild the vineyards, let the wine be provided by the temple”», (Cammarosano 2018, 
262-63).

43 For a list of the numerous cult inventories which mention Tudḫaliya IV, see Hazenbos 2003, 13-4, 
and Cammarosano 2018, 20-3, who also lists three documents from Šarišša, referring to “the father 
of the king”, i.e., Ḫattušili. Cammarosano (2012) has devoted an article to the problem of dating the 
so-called “cult inventories”, in which, aiming to support the thesis that Tudḫaliya IV did not inno-
vate these cults, does not focus the role of this king in the cult restorations.

44 For these reasons Goetze (1933, 159-60) used the term “Kultreorganisation”; he is followed by 
Hazenbos (2003, 11-3). Laroche (1975 = 2016, 455-58) stressed the fact that in some cases new offer-
ings and even festivals and other gods were introduced, temples were (re)built, images of gods were 
substituted, or even made for the first time. This, however, does not justify denoting this activity “ré-
forme religiose”, as he did, see Archi 2006, 150-53, who defined it as a “restoration”. Cammarosano 
(2012) also stresses the fact that for these cult inventories “reorganization” cannot mean the action 
of giving a new order.
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spectively) were Syrian gods, while Piḫami and Piḫaim(m)i, are Luwian epithets of 
the Storm-god (§§ 3 4, 6, 8, 9, 12).

Another text, KBo 12.53 + KUB 48.105, which may concern the region between 
Kirikkale and the Tuz Gölu (the cities of Durmitta and Nenašša are mentioned in obv. 
19’ and 29’) lists in obv. 42’ the goddess Nanaya (Archi and Klengel 1980, 144-45), 
whom the Hittite knew also from the Appu story.

Several deities mentioned in KBo 70.109+ (and KUB 57.106+) were also introduced 
in Syria, in the so-called Rituel Anatolien (Emar VI.3 472-490);45 they have been listed 
by Prechel (2008, 244):46

dim kur Nerikka & dimin.bi; [dim] piḫaimmi & dimin.bi; dim putalim(m)i & [dimin.
bi]; dim of Nerikki; dim ša šamê; dḪandas/šima (cf. dḪantašepa); dištar uruŠamuḫa, 
dTašmišu, dimin.bi, ḫur.sagḪarḫia & ḫur.sagDaliyani (cf. the mountains Ḫaḫarwa and 
Zaliyanu); dTaḫagu & dTaḫagunanu (see the daḫanga of the Storm-god of Nerik: prob-
ably to identify with the cave of the spring at Oymaağaç); dim piḫaimmi; dim putalim-
mu; dim ḫapaimmi; d30 and dim ša šamê; dim ša šamê, dAllanu, dḪurraš, dŠeliš, dḪazi, 
dNani, dMušitu; dMadi, dNergal, dimin.bi; dMilku; dPut[alimmu]; dNergal; dŠanda; dTenu.

That some Kizzuwatnean and Syrian deities were included in some cult inventories, 
together with Luwian gods, has to be explained with the political situation at the time 
of Tudḫaliya (Archi 2002)47. Prechel (2008), in examining the list of the gods in the 
Rituel Anatolien from Emar, has more precisely suggested that the Emar text could be 
compared with a cult inventory of the Hittite archives. In particular, she has noted that 
in a fragment published by Goodnik Westenholz (2000, 76-8), an autumn rite by the 
stele (sikkānu) of the Storm-god piḫaimu is mentioned in line 3; this recalls the rite by 
the stele from the Hittite cult-inventories. The text could therefore concern cults to be 
performed on behalf of a Hittite “colony” at Emar, who brought some cults with them, 
just as some legionaries of Imperial Rome did. 

The areas involved in the preserved inventories include the whole Hittite heart-
land, from the north: Nerik (Oymaağaç) and Ḫakmiš (near Amasia), to the central 
area (with Durmitta towards the west), Ḫattuša, Zippalanda (Ușaklı Höyük, east of 
Yozgat), and to the eastern valley of the Kızılirmak: Sarissa (Kușaklı Höyük), Karaḫ-
na, Šamuḫa (Kayalıpınar), (Hazenbos 2003, 191-99; Kryszeń in Cammarosano and 
Kryszeń 2021, 39-62).

Each town or village could have had some different festivals, but the texts present 
the same basic pattern for them: a rite initiated in the autumn festival, which found its 
accomplishment in the spring festival, and was strongly concerned with the survival 
of each of those communities, a rite, therefore, which was celebrated from time imme-
morial. This rite was the festival of the “filling”, šuḫḫa-, of the storage vessel or “pithos”, 

45 See Arnaud 1986, 458-76.
46 One cannot, therefore, accept Cammarosano’s statement (2015, 207), that «the most likely ex-

planation for the exceptional occurrence of Assyrian and Syro-Mesopotamian deities in Anatolia 
would be that these settlements were located along ancient roads of the Old Assyrian trade network, 
more precisely in the area west of Kaneš/Neša»; (repeated in Cammarosano 2018, 436).

47 Cammarosano (2015, 205-09; 2018, 436), follows Forlanini (1992, 178) who, having remarked that 
the city of Mallitta in KBo 70.109+ // KUB 38.6+ (CTH 527.40) is mentioned in an Old Assyrian 
itinerary, just suggested that these gods, including the Baliḫ River (luwianized Baluḫaššaš!), the god-
dess Nanaya, and even the Storm-god of Assur, were introduced in that area by Assyrian merchants. 
The Rituel Anatolien shows instead clearly that the introduction of such deities in central Anatolia 
has to be attributed to Tudḫaliya IV as a consequence of his religious feeling determined by his poli-
cy towards the eastern regions of the Empire. For the city of Mallitta see now also Barjamovic (2011, 
320-01; 340).
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ḫarši(yalli)-48, with grain, which was celebrated in “autumn”, zenant-, while in “spring”, 
ḫamešḫant-, the “opening”, kinu-, of the vessel was celebrated. “Avec cette cérémonie, 
durant laquelle on transformait en pain la céréale de l’année précédente, le nouveau 
produit, à peine gérme, était lié à l’ancien unissant ainsi le cycle agricole d’une année 
à l’autre, et favorissant ainsi la croissance de la nouvelle récolte» (Archi 1973, 15-8). 

These seasonal rites prescribed that in spring the images of the god were brought in a 
procession led by the local priest (to which the representatives of each community took 
part) to the deity itself, who was identified with a mountain in the case of a male deity, 
or a spring in the case of a female deity, according to an animistic conception49. The exact 
point was marked by a “stele”, na₄ḫuwaši- / na₄zi.kin, which represented the deity. The im-
age (a statue, a vessel, or even a stele) which represented the deity in the shrine of the city 
or village was placed beside that stele in order to be – so-to-speak – reloaded with the es-
sence of that particular deity (Archi 1973, 18-24). See, for example, KBo 2.7 obv. 6’-17’50:

6’ ma-a-an a-na ḫur.sagŠi-id-du-wa zé-e-ni dugḫar-ši šu-uḫ-ḫa-a-an-zi 1 nindadan-na-aš 
pár-ši-an[-zi]

7’ 1 udu an-na-al-li-in ḫur.sagŠi-id-du-wa bal-an-zi 12 bán zì.da 1 dugḫu-u-up-pár-aš 
kaš gišza[g.gar.ra]

8’  4 pa 〈zì.da〉 4 dug kaš aš-nu-ma-aš ezen-šú tar-ra-a-wa-a-an-za
9’ gim-an-ma di12-ši dù-ri te-et-ḫa-i dugḫar-ši ge-e-nu-an-zi 1 udu bal!-an-zi ½ bán 

zì.da 1 dugḫa-n[é-eš-ša-aš kaš]
10’ gišzag.gar.ra 1 bán zì.da 1 dug ḫu-u-up-pár kaš aš-nu-ma-aš zíz ma-al-la-an-zi 

ḫar-ra-an-zi
 

11’ lu-kat-ma ḫur.sagŠi-id-du-wa-an ninda.gur4.ra dugḫar-ši-aš na₄zi.kinḫi.a pé-danx-zi 
1 nindadan-na-aš pár-ši-an[-zi]

12’ 1 gud 1 udu ḫur.sagŠi-id-du-wa 1 udu du 1 udu dutu 1 udu dkal 1 máš.gal dimin.
imin.bi

13’ 2 bán zíd.da 1 dug ka.gag ša 3 bán 1 dugḫu-u-up-pár-aš kaš gišzag.gar.ra 1 pa 
4 bán zíd.da

14’ 2 dug kaš 1 dug ka.gag aš-nu-ma-aš dingirlum še-eš-zi
 

15’ lu-kat-ma utúlši-ya-am-mi dù-an-zi ½ bán zíd.da 1 dugḫa[-né-e]š-ša-aš kaš gišzag.
gar.ra 3 bán zì.da 1 dug kaš aš-nu-ma-aš

16’ dingirlum kar-ap-pa-an-zi ina é.dingirlim-šú-an ar-ḫa pé[-da]nx-zi nindadan-na-aš 
pár-ši-an-zi

17’ dingirmeš na₄ZI.KIN-ma-aš-ma-aš pé-danx ḫar!-kán!-zi

6’ When, in autumn, they fill the pithos for Mount Šidduwa, they break 1 dannaš loaf;
7’ They offer 1 sheep, as of old, to Mount Šidduwa. 12 bán-measures of flour; 1 bowl 

of beer (for) the altar.
8’ 4 pārisu measures (of flour), 4 vessels of beer (are) at disposal (of the community). 

His festival is so provided.
9’ When spring comes (and) it thunders, they open the pithos. They offer 1 sheep. ½ 

bán-measure of flour 1 ju[g] of beer 

48 See NINDAḫarši- (HW2 III, 358-69): a type of bread.
49 For a description of these festivals, see Cammarosano 2018, 11-30.
50 See Cammarosano 2018, 210-3. 
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10’ (for) the altar. 1 bán-measure of flour, 1 bowl of beer (are) at disposal (of the 
community). They grind (and) mill the barley. 

11’  The following morning they bring (the image of) Mount Šidduwa (and) the loaves 
of bread of the pithos to the stelae. The break 1 dannaš loaf.

12’ (They offer) 1 ox (and) 1 sheep to mount Šidduwa, 1 sheep to the Storm-god, 1 sheep 
to the Sun-goddess, 1 sheep to the Stag-god, 1goat to the Heptad. 

13’ 2 bán-measures of flour, 1 ka.gag-vessel (of) 3 bán-measures, 1 bowl of beer (for) 
the altar. 1 pārisu (and) 4 bán-measures of flour,

14’ 2 vessels of beer, 1 ka.gag-vessel (of beer are) at disposal (of the community). The 
god spends the night (there).

15’  The following morning they prepare a šiyami dish. ½ bán-measure of flour, 1 j[u]g of 
beer (for) the altar. 3 bán-measures of flour, 1 vessel of beer (are) at disposal (of) the 
community.

16’ They take up (the image of) the god, (and) bring him away (back) to his shrine. 
They break dannaš bread.

17’ (They have accomplished the rite) to bring the gods to their stele.

Problems in performing such kind of processions because of a not safe political sit-
uation are presented in KUB 25.23 I 8’-16’51:

10’ lu-kat-ti-ma lú.mešsanga lú.mešgudu12 be-luḫi.a el-lu-tiḫi.a x[…
11’ an-da a-ra-an-zi nu ḫur.sagḪal-wa-an-na-an ḫur.sag-i ug[u p]é-danx-zi
12’ nu ma-a-an iš-tu lúkúr kat-ta ki-it-ta-ri na-[a]n ḫur.sag-i pé-danx-zi na-an [na₄zi.

kin pé-ra-an ta-ni-nu-wa-an-zi]
13’ na₄zi.kin-ya gišḫa-a-ra-u-i kat-ta-an ar-ta-ri 3 ninda up-ni pár-ši-ya-an-zi
14’ kaš-ya ši-ip-pa-an-zi ma-a-an iš-tu lúkúr ú-ul kat-ta ki-it-ta
15’ na-an na₄zi.kin gišḫa-ra-u-i ka[t-t]a-an íd-an-kán ta-pu-ša
16’ ta-ni-nu-wa-an-zi

10’ The next morning the priests, the anointed priests, the lords, the free-men […]
11’ arrive. They carry Mount Ḫalwanna up to the mountain (of his name).
12’ If the land is in the hand of the enemy, they carry him to the mountain. [They place] 

him [in front of the stele,]
13’ and the stele stands under a poplar. They break 3 loaves of (1) handful (of flour), 
14’ and they pour a libation of beer. If (the land) is not in the hand of the enemy, 
15’ they place him at the stele under the poplar next to the river.

An animistic perspective may have needed to represent the elements of Nature in a 
tangible form. In reorganizing the cults in the region of Nerik, Tudḫaliya IV decided to 
represent a mountain, which previously had no image at all, in the form of a male stat-
uette; this was deposited in the shrine of another mountain god, while he represented 
this deity as a stele, placing it on an elevation in a neighbouring village: an aniconic 
tangible representation of this god. KUB 7.24 + 58.28 obv.52:

1 ḫur.sagMa-li-ma-li-ya-aš an-na-la-za dingirmeš-tar ú-ul e-eš-ta
2 dutuši-an mTu-ud-ḫa-li-ya-aš alam lú an.bar 1 še-kan ½ še-kán-na
3 igiḫi.a kù.gi a-na ur.maḫ an.bar-aš-kán ar-ta-ri šà é ḫur.sagKu-ku-mu-ša-an-kán
4 pé-danx-zi na₄zi.kin-ya-an-kán i-na uruTaḫ-ni-wa-ra pa-aš-šu-i še-er ti-ya-an-zi
5 1 pa zíz pa geštin dugḫar-ši šà é ḫur.sagKu-ku-mi-ša iš-ḫu-u-wa-an-zi

51 Hazenbos 2003, 31; 36; Cammarosano 2018, 362-63.
52 Hazenbos 2003, 27-9.
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1 Mount Malimaliya. Formerly there was no divine representation.
2 His Majesty Tudḫaliya (made) him (in form of) an iron statue of a man 1½ šekan 

(high);
3 his eyes (are) of gold; he stands on a lion of iron. In the shrine of Mount Kukumuša
4 they carry him. And in form of a stele they place him in the village of Taḫniwara on 

a block.

Similarly, a female deity, the Great Spring, represented as an iron statue of a sitting 
woman, was placed in the temple of the Storm-god during the time of Tudḫaliya IV. In 
spring this statue was brought to the Spring from which she was named, and deposit-
ed by the stele which made the Spring more tangible, thereby accomplishing then the 
prescribed rites, KUB 17.35 III 23-3853:

23 1 alam munus tuš-za an.bar pú.gal dutuši dù-at šà é dingirlim du pé-danx-zi 
24 ma-a-an a-na pú.gal ezen [d]i12-ši dù-an-zi še.nag〈-an〉-zi lúsanga[-za še.nag-zi]
25 dingirlum še.nag-zi pú-kan ša-ra-a ša-an-ḫa-an-zi
26 lúsanga-kán dingir lum ta gišzag.gar.ra me-i na-an-kán ta é [dingir lim]
27 pa-ra-a ú-da-i nu dingirlum ina pú pé-e-da-i dingirlum p[a-ni na₄zi.kin]
28 ta-ni-nu-wa-an-zi nu-kán lúsanga 1 udu a-na pú.gal ba[l-ti]
29 šà pú-an-kán ḫu-kán-zi šu-up-pa ti-an-zi 6 nindada[n-na-aš]
30 1 dugḫu-up-pár kaš ina gišzag.gar.ra ninda.gur4.ra pár-ši-an-zi b[i-ib-ru-kán]
31 šu-un-na-an-zi 2 bán zì.da 4 dug kaš aš-ša-nu-ma-aš gu7-zi [nag-zi]
32 galḫi.a-kán aš-ša-nu-wa-an-zi munus.mešḫa-zi-ka4-ra-za gurun ú-d[a-an-zi]
33 dingirlim gilim-an-zi unmeš-na-za gilim-iz-zi gud udu peš-ka4-[an-zi]
34 ga.kin.dù dam-ma-aš-ša-an-zi pa-ni dingir lim ti-an-zi unm[eš-ni-ya pí-an-zi]
35 dingirlum-ma-aš-kán du-uš-kn-zi dingirlum ina é dingirlim munus.meš[ḫa-zi-ka4-ra-za]
36 ar-ḫa pé-e-da-an-zi gišzag.gar.ra ta-ni-nu-wa-an-zi
37 2 ninda up-ni pár-ši-an-zi kaš bal-an-zi
38 [š] u.nígin 1 udu 2 bán zì.da 5 dug kaš ana ezen4 di12-ši uru-aš [pé-eš-ke-ez-zi]

23 1 statuette of a woman seated, of iron: the Great Spring. His Majesty (commissioned 
it to be) made. They bring (her) into the shrine of the Storm-god.

24 When they celebrate the spring festival for the Great Spring, they perform ablutions. 
The priest [washes himself];

25 they wash the goddess; they clean the spring out.
26 The priest takes the goddess from the altar and brings her out of the shrine,
27 and brings the goddess to the spring, They place the goddess in fr[ont of the spring.]
28 The priest sacri[fices] 1 sheep to the Great Spring.
29 They slaughter it (so that the blood flows] inside the spring. They place the meat, 6 

dannaš loaves,
30 (and) 1 bowl of beer at the altar. They break the loaves of bread and fill the r[hyta].
31 2 bán -measures of flour, 4 vessels of beer (are) at disposal (of) the community. 

They eat, they drink.
32 They provide the bowls. The ḫazikara-women bri[ng] fruit.
33 They put a wreath on the goddess, the people put on wreaths. They sup[ply] cattle 

and sheep.
34 They press cheese (and) place it in front of the goddess, [and give (it) to] the people.

53 Cammarosano 2018, 174-77.
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35 They entertain the goddess. (Then) the ḫazikara-women carry the goddess away 
(back) to the shrine,

36 (and) place (her) upon the altar.
37 They break two loaves of one handful of flour, they offer a libation of beer.
38 [T]otal: 1 sheep, 2 bán -measures of flour, 5 vessels of beer: the town [regularly 

supply] to the spring festival. 

The excavations of the city of Šarišša (Kușaklı) have allowed us to identify one of 
these sanctuaries: the ruins of a simple building on top of a hill, 2.5 km outside the city, 
near a pond (Müller-Karpe 2017, 121-24). Documents from Ḫattuša mention that the 
king reached the “stele”, na₄ḫuwaši-, of the spring Šuppitaššu of Šarišša by chariot, and 
texts nos. 1-3 from Šarišša concern the spring festival which the king celebrated by the 
na₄ḫuwaši- of the Storm-god (Wilhelm 1997, 9-20).

Some more detailed texts of these cult-inventories clearly show that it was distin-
guished from the offerings of bread, meat and drinking vessels placed on the altar, 
which the celebrant had to taste in order to accomplish the mystical union with the 
deity (“they break the loaves of bread and fill the rhyta”, line 30 here above) from one 
side, and the provisions of bread and beer for the representatives of the community 
who took part in the feast, from the other side.

Next morning, they take up the deity (dingirlum) from the altar, and they carry the deity 
(outside) to the stele. They present loaves of breads (made of the barley) of the pithos 
(dugḫar-ši) before the deity … They wash and anoint the stele. They place the deity in 
front of the stele, and the priest offers 1 bull and 1 sheep to the Sun-goddess of the Water. 
They slaughter (them) at the stele, place the meat (there, and) break the loaves of bread 
of the pithos. (They place dishes, vessels of beer) at the altar. They break the loaves of 
bread and fill the bibru-rhyton 〈 for the deity〉. 1 parīsu-measure (and) 2 bán-measures 
of flour, 4 vessels of beer (are) the provisions 〈 for the community〉. They eat, they drink. 
They provide the cups. The ḫazikara-women bring fruit. They put a wreath on the deity. 
They rejoice over the deity (dingirlum-ma-aš-kan duškanzi). They step into a wrestling 
fight; they throw the stone. When evening comes, they take up the deity. (KUB 17.35 
II 18’-26: Cammarosano 2018, 170-72).

While there is here a very clear distinction between the offerings for the god and 
the provisions for the participants of the rite, in other passages the wording is rather 
terse, as in KUB 56.39 III 15-18: 1 udu … ninda.gur4.rameš [(..)] pár-ši-ya-an-zi bi-
ib-riḫi.a-kán šu-un-n[a-a]n-zi galḫi.a-kán [aš-š]a-nu-wa-an-zi “1 sheep … They break the 
loaves of bread [(..)]. They fill the rhyta (and) provide the cups”. That these rhyta were for 
the god while the cups for the community is made clear by the passage which follows:

Next morning they make a šiyami-dish out of the meat. [½ bán-measure of flo]ur, 1 jug 
(of beer) at the altar. ½ bán -measure of flour, 1 bowl of beer [(are) the provi]sions (for 
the community). The ḫazkara-women go (for providing) fruit; they put a wreath on the 
deity. [When darkness] seizes the leafy branches, the ḫazkara-women carry the deity 
away [to the temple;] they place (the deity) in front of the altar. The break [3?] loaves of 
bread, fill the rhyta, carry the [la]mps out, (and) close the temple.
(KUB 56.39 IV 23-29: Cammarosano 2018, 252-55).

Both the autumn and spring festivals were concluded with a ritual meal: the gods were 
provided with food and wine or beer, and the celebrant drank from the rhyton (bibru) 
or the cup which would then be left on the altar, and broke the bread for it; then the as-
sembly of participants ate and drank as well. Spring festivals, moreover, required enter-
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tainment for the gods: dingirlum / dingirmeš-ma-aš-kán dusk(išk)anzi “they rejoice the 
god(s)”, so that the ḫazikara-women provided flowers and fruit, and men competed in 
athletic games, such as wrestling and boxing, a tradition which has survived in some coun-
tries, such as in Turkey and Scotland, even today (Cammarosano 2018, 43-4; 127-29)54.

11. The cosmic animism of the Hittites

Humans have produced authorities such as chiefs and kings in order to protect and 
govern their societies, but before instituting anything like a political state, they recog-
nized that they could not govern weather, the seasonal cycle, or even their own lives, so 
that the world which surrounded humankind was made intelligible through symbolism. 
Humans believed they lived in an animistic cosmos which comprised animals, natu-
ral features, and elements of the landscape like mountains and rivers, so that bound-
aries between society and the cosmos were non-existent. The society that lived in the 
“Land of Ḫatti” in the 2nd millennium BC still maintained this belief: myths demon-
strate that the process of anthropomorfization of the gods was accomplished, but the 
forces which they represented could still be expressed by animals, and (as is known) 
by mountains, rivers, and springs as part of an animated network of forces, so exten-
sively documented by myths and rituals, and diffused in every settlement as is record-
ed so well in the cult-inventories55. The Assembly of the gods convened as witnesses in 
the political treaties is always followed by cosmic forces such as “the Gods of Heaven, 
the Gods of Earth, Mountains, Rivers, Springs, Clouds, Heaven, Earth, and the Great 
Sea”. The Muwattalli’s Prayer organizes the list of the gods geographically, according to 
cult centres, and those of the main gods of each centre is concluded by: «Male Gods, 
Female Gods, Mountains, Rivers of GN» (Singer 1996, 32-9).
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